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This paper chooses perfume trade during Ming & Qing Dynasties as the research 
gist in order to analyze how the exotic perfume entered China, what annotations were 
added to perfume and how it was into application so that the perfume, as the typical 
substance, can be traceable with bearing sea civilization and traces of infiltration and 
influence by means to medical books of past dynasties, daily books, religious classics, 
Chinese & foreign archives, official history and local chronicles. Meanwhile, the 
paper will think about the official and folk, central and local sea policies on the 
game-playing and concession for the key interests. 
As an important synonym in Chinese history, perfume usually grows in south 
Asia, Southeast Asia and Arabic Peninsula, with a varied breeds and functions. Each 
kind of perfume is characterized by a variety of functions and serves multi-functional 
purposes. In general, as an aggregated concept, perfume is primarily used for some 
fields such as religious observances, incense make-up, medical care, diet and 
seasonings.  
As early as Han & Tang dynasties, perfume had entered by sea. However, for a 
long period, the northwestern inland was the primary channel to the perfume trade 
until the middle of Tang dynasty. After that, the route for the perfume trade transferred 
from inland to the ocean. The perfume trade reached its prosperity during Song and 
Yuan dynasties with their opening-up policies. During Ming and Qing dynasties, the 
rulers issued “Ban on Maritime Trade”, but the perfume trade still prospered in 
quantities and breeds compared those in the past dynasties. The perfume in the 
Southeast Asia entered China by tribute-paying trade, Zhenghe’s voyages, private 
trade as well as westerners’ transportation.  
As a quintessential product in sea trade during Ming & Qing dynasties, a large 
amount of perfume input not only appeased government’s financial pressure, enriched 














development, which consolidated the links and interactions between China and the 
world, coastal areas and inland as well as the formation and perfection of commodity 
trade chain in Asia’s ocean area. More importantly, all kinds of perfume have been 
widely applied in religion, medical care and diet, which not only affect the daily life 
of all walks of life positively, but also transform their identities from luxuries to the 
public commodities. Meanwhile, they demonstrate the radiating influence on the 
continent from the ocean. 
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